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ABSTRACT
The-views of faculty members from postsecondary

institutions in Callforniai,UtO, and 'Nevada redarding the impact 'of
field-based courses in.theLtumihiities and-social sciences were
surveyed. The 611 respondenn-were intervieed regarding the perceived
impact of the course. on the insteuctor, thb institution, the
flnunudity, and student's. The faculty members reported that teaching

an experience-bated course has helped them acquire certain
facilitative' techniques for "counseling or group disacussion and also
develop some community-related skills, such as recrUiting,and
monitoring. field placements.. Instructors received few tangible

r rewards or incentives for-teac4ingLthe course, but felt they derived.
more personal sa'tisfaction.thnn from their other courses. All
teacherg,intended to continue teaching theWesperience-based courses
and some planned to expand their effort by increasing the enrollment,
expanding the scope of the course, or by adding new field sites. The
students reportedly acquirved a:variety of process- related and
task-specific skills that helped them synthesize their prior learning
Wand relateit to 'practical applirtionslit the--workplace.The
experience=based course also.hel ed students dev4op their

. interpersonal skills,' gain self-confidence, and develop a
profetsional.:manner. The field component gave students the
opportunity to, make contracts.tn community agencies end--tti refine
their career focus. Solite students received jobi as.a'result of their
field. placement, and the course also helped some student decide
against entering a chosen profession. .(Author/SK,
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ABSTRACT.

This report is an outcome of a study conducted by Far West Labora-
tory on the implementation of experience-based courses at selected post-
secondary institutions. The study has threes objectives: (1) to describe

postsecondary courses in the humanities and social-sciences that include
a field learning compopent;'(2) to identify factors that impede or facil-
itate the, implementation of field learning activities; and (3) to deter-'
mine the impact of these courses, as perceived by the instructors, oh the
students, instructors, community agencies, and educational institutions.
This report' summarizes the data for the third'Study objective.

Project staff interviewed 68faculty members-from postsecondary
institutions in three states, Faculty responses to the interview ques-

tions are presented here in two parts: (1) the impact of the 'course on

'the instructors the institution, and the community and (2),the perceived .

impact of the course on the students.

The instructors reported that teaching an experience-based course
has helped 'them acquire certain facilitative.technrques for counseling
or group discussion and alikodevelop some community - elated skills, such

as recruiting and monitoring field placements., Instructors keceive:few
tangible rewards or incentives for teaching the courses, but feel they- -.
get more personal satisfaction than from their other courses.TAll -the
iostructors intend to continue .teaching thtir experience-based courses
and,some plan to expand their effort by increasing the enrollment,
expanding the scope of-the course,or'by adding new field sites.

.The students reportedly acquired a variety of p.ocess- related and-
'task-specific skills that'helped them synthesize their prior ;learning

and relate it to practical applications at. the Workplace. The experience,
based course also'helped students develop their interpersonal skills, gain
'self-confidence, and dpielop a professional manner.,. The field component.

gave students the opportunity to make contacts in community agenciet and
to refine their career focus. Some students received jobs ifs a-- result

of their field placement.
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INTEGRATING THE COMMUNITY AND -THE CLASSROOM:

INSTRUCTORS DESCRIBE THE RESULT§

Many humanitief and social science departments iQfpostsecondary institu-

tions now offer one or, more coursesw h a field. learning component. The type of

... .... */

field activity varies according to the subject matter of the course, the students'

e

level, and available community resources. These courses have two learning sites--'
4

.

the classroom and'the'community--and two learning ficilitators--the instructor

and the placement supervisor. -This blendingkor mixing of learning environments
./ .0

and teaching styles provides an.opportunity for students to apply their classroom

learning and tediversify their le ning styles. But at.the same time, the need

to perform successfully in two different learning situations .can be a source of

7 :61'g conflict for the students. "As interns thestudents need to be active,

prods in some dasesc authoritative. The student pile had
1

involved being passive, receptive, and submissive to authority."

According to Hursh and Borzak the extent to which students achieve a recon-
. . .

. p
ciliation of this 'role conflict will help ;determine their success at the agency

. .

,.and thecdegree of self:confjdence they develop. -And the classroom instructor, as

A

facilitator of the students' learning, helps effect this reconciliation by
A

ensuring that the students' classroom role is not passive or submissive, but .MK

rather active and self-determined. The instructor can promote student involKement
,

asNwei)-as student responsibility for learning by including in the course certain
-

I

BArbara A.Hursti and-Lenore Borzak, Toward Cognitive Development through
)

FieldStudies," Journal of Higher Education, 50:1, 1979, p,,75 .
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activities, or portions' of activities,-that are student-directed. This condition

4
of shared involvement and responsibility for the leareing environment affects the

. instructor as well as the students. SWaring control of-the.classroom with students
. .

and Icludingfield-based activities as well may require the Instructor to learn

some new skills or,behaviors,

In a study completed last year, Far West Laboratory examined the role of the

teacher as facilitator and' developed a set-of teacher training materials that

contained descriptions and examples of the functions of planning, Monitoring and

-eval sting in expehence-based courses.' It became clear, as a resul

k, that in aa6ition'tcpreparing for a role as a teaCher facilitato

rs needed informafion::Neut hovito design and impjeMent field-based'cour.ses

and how to integrate, field learning activitie'into their existing course. They

f this

instruc-'

p were interested in knowing what had worked for other instructors, what problems 4

they could anticipate,what the -"costs" In terms of time and resoces Would be .

and what benefits they, could expect for -both themselves and tMeir'students.
. . ,

.
. , i

In order to provide this infoimatOn,to instructors and 'administrators, Far'

Wet Laboratory cOnducted a second study, an exploration of field-based courses

currently being offered-in the twmanities and social science curricula of post-
.' -

secondary institutions In California, Utah; and Revada. This one-year. study'was

v.;

not a comprehensive survey of coqrse,Offerivgs., but rather a close examination of

'a few selected courses to provide descriptive data on their structure,the.

teacher/studen roles, implementation problems and requirements, and the results

and bene The designated-informatimsburce for both the -course descriptiOn

and the implementation and outcome datawas the instructor. Project staff .

9 ,
, ,

4

, t ,

.

C. Lynn 'Jenks and Carol Murphy, EXperience-Bated Learning and the FOcilitative
Role of the Teacher (San Francisoo: Far Wqt Laboratory for EducationallResearch

and,Development, 1980).

a
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subsequently conducted personal interviews with 68- faculty members at six

postsecondary institutions in California, Utatrand Nevada.

This'current study was guided by three study objectives:. (1) To describe

postsecondary courses in the humanities and social sciences that include a

field learning component; (2) To identify, factors that impede-\or facilitate. the

implementation of field learning activities that augment or reinforce classroom-

based activities; and (3) To determine the impact of theSe courses, as perceived
1

by the instructor.., on the student, instructorcodmunity agencies, and educational
.--

.*institutions.

Metjiod

9

the interview questions corresponded to the study objectives and focused On

.the following:

o e The demographic's of the course
The structure of classrqom and field activities

o, The goals of the course
Individual roles and responsibilities
The attitudes, skills, and Tesourtes required to
teach he course

The probl ms,.issues, or suggestijons for imple:
mentatio of the course N -

The perceiv d impact of the learning experience
on the stu ent, instructor; institution And,
community a ency

The potential or ex ding this approach in the
'future

The interview questions were open-ended, e.g,., what do Students do at the

/field site; what are the criteria for'selecting resource sites;'what-changes

At,ve been made in the course; what are the biggest probleo4 in- teaching the

: ...".._

,course. This approach .corresponded to the project's intenf to-COTtect descriptive'.course.

:
,,,. ... -

. .

rather than empirical data. It was not the focus of this inquiry to evaluate .

'
rZ ." a n 4 ' 4i!

learning, any.lof the learning activities, but, rather to offer information to pOstsecondary
-

-3-
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administrators and faculty that would help them design their own activities,

alert them to potential implementation problems., and acquaint them with.the

outcomes and rewards experienced by other faculty.

, r

The faculty responses cited in this report were neither prompted by the

interviewer, nor were .they pursued by follow-up questions. One difficulty in

not offering sample responses, partitularly for the-iTplementation and impact

questions', is that the data are likely to reflect only the instructors' most.
g . ,

current area of interest\ without putting it into perspective by relating it to

other issues,..past or present. 'Taken separately, then, the i.esponses are best .

viewed as spontaneous and valid indicators of the instructors' current perspectibve.

Another difficuipty with the open-ended approach is that the lendhy

;
nation or narrati-ve requiredto answer.many of the questions may have prompted

S'

more no response" answers than -if short answers had ben provided. The-interview

was 1 to 1-1/2 hours long,.and many of the questions required careful thought and

a lengthy reply. Interviewers reported that while some'instructors were',eager to.

give a lengthy descriptive account of their course, they offered no response to

some of the specific implementation and impact questions.,

*
The interview questionnaire was stcuctured in the parts corresponding to

the data required for te th-ree stuld,Viobjectivei (1) descriptions of course

structure and-procedures; (2) identification of key implementation factors; (3)

.

.description,of impact of the course.'
.

. 41r.

The 6taeobtainedfrom these interviews has been made available in three

separate publications. The first, entitled A SamOler. bf Postsecondary Coursgs,

Contains descriptions of 86 courses; including information about the.demographics

of the course, the goals, implementation requirements, and teaching an4 learning

processes associated with both'fhe classroom and community -based learning
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components. Sample forms,or course syllabi contributed by the instructors are

also included in" this publication.3

A secon0 publication, IMplementing at the Postsecondary Level, summarizes the

interview data relating to successful implementation of cowunity-based learning-

activities1.4 The impact ,?f these experience-basedscourses on the instructors,

<students, community agencies and personnel, and the educational institutions is

the subject of this, the third publication.
.

The,sole source of thp data reported here is interviews with faculty. Neither
0

input nor v+ification was sought from students, supervisors, or administrators.

The faculty responses are based on their perceptions of the course's impact,

which in some cases are supported by written feedback or student evaluation

- forms.
It

The responses obtained from these interviewssould easily form the basis of

another, broader survey. That survey would'ask instructors to select or rank
,

order a series ofgiven items identified in the current study.

The course impact and results are, reported here in the hope that this

infbnmation Will help instructors anticipate some of the problems and rlewards of

ea'ching a field-bised course. In addition; these data could point out areas for

further, more specific inquiries regardigg the impFt of certain particular

teaChing/learnihg processes or the acquisition of certain skills. This inquiry

would i dude observations made at both the claSsroom and the field learning

'3

Carol Murphy and Lynn Jenks, Integrating the Community and the Classroom: A

Sampler of Postsecondarx Courses (,San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and Development; 19811.

4 -r
tynn'Ll'enks and 6arOl Murphy, Integrating the community and the Classroom:-.

implemkting-at the PostseCondarytLevel (San Francisco: Yar,West Laboratory 4
for Educational Research and6evelopment; 19.81).,



sites and.interviews conducted with students and site supervisors as well as

I"
with faculty.

.

This report is divided into. two parts The first 'discusses the it-pea of

the course on' he instructor, the institution, and the community. Instructor

responses' to the foltowing quest.iops are presented;'..

Have you developed any new skillt as a result °dr!'
_teaching thitcourse/ If so, what?

Does the amount of personal satisfaction you get from
teaching this'course differ from other toursesT qD

o- ,Do.you receive extra sa1.5ry or a reduced teaching load

for teaching this course?

'What is the impact of this course on your colleagues, the
administration, and the community?

o Do you have an interest in expanding this approach?

The second part summarizeg the instructors' perceptions of the impact of the

course, on the students in terms of (7) cognitive skills, Arionalogrowth, and

(3) career focus.

rt
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PART ONE: IMPACT ON FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION, AND COMMUNITY

QUESTION! HAVE YOU DEVELOPED ANY NEW SKILLS AS A RESULT OF TEACHING THIS COURSE?

Of the 48 instructors Who responded28 said "yes" they had developqd new

skills and described a total of 42 "new skills" to the intervieNer. ost instruc-

tors listed more than one item,.but'only '10 skill items were mentioned by more

7 I

than ohelnstructo'r. They included: .1
.

Ar-

Putting control in studentrhands,
Developing communityccontaCts. .

Dealing with small groups
Dupervisimg
Dealing with site supervisors or agencies
Patience to permit students to proceed at own pace

Knowledge, about agencies

Facilitating discussions
`Problem solving with students
Appreciation of curricblar problems

It is clear from this list of "skill"-that instructor responses also included

neveattitudes and behavior 's. Most of the skills cited were facllitating or

a

4.

interpersonal skills,, such as "dealing with small groups," "facilitating dtKus-
-

2-

sions," or "pi-oblem solving With students." SOme were related to tasks in'vol'ving

ek

community agencies or site supervisors. Others, such as "appreciatiop of curr icular.

problemeior "patience,".Were not so much skills as they were aspects ofpersohal

or professional .growth.-
.,..

We grTed the 42 randoM responsesty similarity into the'foilowing general

categories:

17' Facilitator techniques (e,.gs., counseling, facilitating
discussion, evalUatim getting students to share experiences).

12 Personal/professional growth (e.g.,/teach more effectively,
understand young people, develop frustration tolerance)

fl

9 ,Community-related skills (e.g., ability to match agency
with student, develop contacts, deal with supervisors)

I



s
. .

4 Subject-related skills (e.g.', appreciate related content
areas, learn to set type, help think through theory) .

'
_ .1

The surprisingly low number of subject-related skills Mentioned may have to
4.

. 11
, .

do with the instructors' interpretation of the word "skillfl'in the question.
,

1r_ .

Perhaps they were distinguiffiing "skill acquisition" from "knowledge acquisitiOn,",

and associated subject-related skills with the latter rather than,,,the former. In

any case, it is clear that the "new learning" for these instructorsis relatedto

two prominent features of field-based' learning--increased student control, and'
, :

, liaison witil community agencies.

'QUESTION: DOES T4E-AMOUNT OF PERSONAL SATISFACTION YOU GET FROM TEACHING
'THIS CQURSE DIFFER FROM OTHER COURSES?

es

Of the -54 instructors responding to this questi6, 36 said 'yes" the
% K

' .

.404 . .

amount of satisfaction differed, and 18 Said "no" the amount of satisfaction
. I .7.. .

A,

was the same_for di their courses. Thirty-two of the'36 ",xes" respondents said-

the sattSfaction was greater than for their other courses and four said it was

less: 'One-of the reasons cited for the course being_ less satisfying at the

number of administrative tasks involved;,another was that instructors fou &this
/

"
course less "ivtellectually stimOating" or "intellectually:absorbing."

SoMe of the reasons mentioned for deriving more personal satisfaction include:

o. More persOnal contact with students
o! One of. few ways academic worldselates to the community .

Opportunity to see students grow and mature
,. Contact with a superior group: of siudents.

"t
o- Seeing students. become work-oriented and aware of :

: career opportunities

As wit0.4he previous question on Skill development, most,of these, responses

reflect the instructors' awareness of and reaction to those aspects of field

-8-.
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learning that are new to them and probably require extra effort on their part,

specifically increased personal contact With students and.increased student

partglpation in all phases of the rearning.processtos well'as some interaction

Z..
with supervisoi-s and agencies in the community. As evidencedby the 59,positive

responses to the question, this extra effort was rewarded by greater personal

satisfaction op the part of the instructor.

QUESTION: DO YOU.RECEIVE'ANY PRACTICAL BENEFITS SUCH AS A REDUCED TEACHING

LOAD OR EXTRA SALARY FOR TEACHING. THIS COURSE?

The almost unanimous response(50 of 52 instructors) to this question was

"no." In fact, two instructors reported receiving no teaching credit at all for

the field-based course. They were teaching it in addition to a regular load.

For most instructors the course counted as a regular course even though they

often spent more time on it than on their other courses.5 111

The additional time was spent in student 'conferences.and in follow-up with,.

the field sites. Class preparation time was sometimes less for these seminars

thari for their other courses. But for the most part, an increase in student

directed activities does not correspond.to a decrease in the instructor,'s time

required to teach the course. .

A few instructors received some credit for "other activities". on their.
t

promotion or tenure report. In most cases, 4,owever,othe onlprewards for their

efforti were the new learning and petsonal satisfaction mentioned above.-1

Jenks and Murphy, Ibid. p. 6.

)

-9- a
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QUESTION: WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THIS COURSE ON COLLEAGUES, ADMINISTRATION,
0. AND THE COMMUNITY?

Although most instructors had not formally solicited feedback on the course

from university and community groups, they had received some informal comments

about the course. The feedback from their colleagues was reported by most (37

of 52 respondents) to be "supportive" of their efforts. "Supportive" means that

the courses are recommended to students by other faculty and advisors or that

some *ulty have requested information about designing or implementing a field-
4

based course. Usually, hOwever, the "generally supportive" attitude of the

facultyis more of a passiv4 ter st than a motivation to try this approach

themselves. Some instructors reported an indifferent attitude on the part of

other faculty or administration, and only onekcitedla negative reaction to the

courses, which stemmed from a belief that field-based instructors do not have as

much to do as other instructors.

Although the administration was also reported to be "supportive," the nature

of that support was again described as passive and often subject to being,influ-
.

enced by current institutionalrpoliticsienrollment trends. Instructors felt

that the level of enrollment in the course influenced administrative feedback.

If enrollment was low, the administration was less supportive than when the

course attracted large\nulilbers of students. Administrative reaction was also

influenced by the students' accomplishments. Well-documented or well-publicized

student products,' community'se'rvice, or academic achievement contributed to depart.l.

mental'or university-wide recognition of a program or course:
4

The community response to field-based courses was reported to be overwhelm-
.

ingly favorable. The agencies involved.appreciated the services offered and

valued the link with the university. Several instructors cited evidence of this

0-1.4
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positive response in letters they have received, in monetary doriationS'to their- /

program, and by the repeated requests they have received for student interns.

The only ne gOtive Comment was that there could be some conflict with-Ogencies or

profelsionAls in the community who see intern service as competinwith.their own

commercial endeavors.

QUESTION: 00 YOrHAVE AN INTEREST IN EXPANDING THIS APPROACH?

This question elicited an interesting diversity of,resPonses. Thirty-one
ti

teachers said "yei," and 21 said "no.' For the,most-part, however the no's

were not philosophically opposed to expansion of the field-based approach. In

most cases, theycited practical reasons for restricting 6panSlon, e.g., not

en ough community sites to accommodate more students, no more courses needed in

-the-department.

Comments by those instructors planning some kind of expansion included ways

to enlarge a current course; to add a second, similar course; to integrate parts

of alcourse into other courses; to enlarge a cour- se into a program; or to offer

it
o
Xhrough other departments or to additional leVels of.students (e.g., lower-

/
rJ

.0vision'undergraduates) One way qf,expanding a .course was to make it a required

4 .

co'br§pAn'the curriculum. This would increase the number of students, the number
.

of agencies, and uiiallPthe number of faculty teaching the .course. It might
%.* . -

also require 0 coordinator if the number of students became large enough.

'Some instructors did not want to expand,, but did intend to change the course.
#

They wanted to update. the content, to seek more concrete evaluation of student

performance and course impact, or to introduce a new component such as a prerand

post-practicum workshop for students'.

at

15
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This question served as a sort of "bottom line" inquiry to the instructors, --
f

They had previously detailed the problems and the rewards involved in teaching,a,

.field-based course and this question invited them to reflect on their commitment

to experlential.learning by indicating its role in their future plans. All the

T ,

instructors expressed an interest in eontinuing with their present level of

involvement, and many have found s to add new dimen's'ions to the ftisting

course.

3

4
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PART TWO: IMPACT ON STUDENTS

lk.
,°

QUESTION: WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THE COURSE ON. STUDENTS IN TERMS OF COGNITIVE

SKILLS?"

Fortyreight instructors offered responses to this. question which we then.
0.41111.-

grouped by similarity into the following four categories:

12 Specific subject matter (e.g., museum procedures, historic
preseryation, archaelogy techniques, publishing, editorial
skills, perspective on content, intensive kwowledge of
problem area)

12 Job or career relatedjpkills (e4., how an agency Tuns,
bul'eaucratic-unctioning, appropriate behav4or, resume

writing and interviewing)

13 TransfeTable or "adaptiie" skills ,(e.g., counseling, research,

,problem solving, listening, critical skills)
.

11 Integration or synthesisof content and process (blend.
academic and real; evaluate theoreticalknowledge in prac-
tical setting; apply cla5grobm learning)

There are a couple of interesting points,about these responses. First, no

instructor mentioned the-acquisition of new conceptual.or theoretical material- -

,all new subject matter knowledge and skills were related either to processes

(i.e., how campaigns are run, how to plan and implement a program) or to the

appTicatioi of theory. While these outcomes are consistent with the course

objectives -- students are expected to gain "practical" knowledge. or to test out

' .
the theory in pricfice--the acquisition of new content or the revision of the

knowledge base is also a valuable and ongoing.part of the learning process.

None of the instructors mentioTI that students revised their theoretical

constucts'as a result of their.field experience. Students "applied" pr "inte-

gratk" theory) but what happened when the field learning did notreinforce or

verify the theory or concept? This procesi of theory modifitattori often helps



'

L.,\

students extend their knowledge base and gives them new theoretical material to

test in the field.

The instructors' responses show that they see these*urses as Advanted,

upper diOsion courses' and(that students havealready acquired a,conteptual base

and are now expected to test out-or apply their classroomhand textbook-learning.

Most of the courses profiled in this study were upper divis,ion courses that had

been designed as "integrating" or "culminating" learning exp riences for senior

students. But.holding this place in'the curriculum only servei,td underscore

the need for learners at this level-to make use of all four modes.,of learning as

described by 61b: concrete experiences followed by adequate reflectionfleading

t.toecorr formation and selection of new experiences to further test concepts.6

If the -instructors feel that-the students' new learning happens outside the

classroom, where theory -is- applied, it raises the question of what learning and

what teach4hg takes place in the seminars? What Nile does an instructor play

irr the integration of theo6, and practice and in the development of new cognitive

, skills?. And hat, 1! any, learning opportunities do students lose as their learn-
, t,

ing becomes more self- directed?

1 Our questioh only touched the surface. It defined several categories of

skills that instructors see students, atquir'ing in field learning courses. A more

detailed study, including field and classroom observations, would be needed to

determine how and where thi§ learning takes place.

6

David A. Kolb, "Learning Styles_andilisciplinary Differences," The'Modern
. American College, Arthur Chickering, ed. (San.Francio: Jossey-Bass, 1981),

pp. 232-255.
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QUESTION: .WHAT IMPACT DOES THJ,S COURSE HAVE ON STUDENTS DI TERMS OF

PERSONAL GROWTH?

Interviewers recorded 52 responses to this question. In an'attempt to

group them into meaningful categories, we made a frequency word, count of all

responses. The resultshowed that three words figured prominently in the

instructors' responses: (1) interpersonal skills, (2) self-confidence, and

(3) professionalism. Fifteen instructors mentioned growth in the students'

interpersonal skills, which they described as an ability to work with others in

the field, to'learn about themselves in terms of group rolk, to examine relation-

ships in depth, and to handle positive and negative feedback from the-group.

Twelve instructors cited fincreased self-corifidence as an aspect of thb students

..personal growth. One instructor described how the students developed confidence:

"In this learning environment, students aye encouraged to experiment, to pr4ctite,

and the results, successful help the students realize that they can do
a

things themselves and that both their ideas and their'efforts have v*alUe74

Eight instructors noted that students were helped to develop their profes-

sionalism thtough their field experience. In their words, the course "puts you

out there to re present yourself in a professional manner;')helps students with

professional goals;" "helps develop professional attitudes."

Ahother aspect of personal' growth that was mentioned by nine instructors

related to the idea of self-undeTanding. The.comments by the instructors were

that students "learn about themselves in terms of the world of.work;""ask who
0 ,

and what am I;" get "more in touch' with their own creativity;" and "explore their

'-value base." Other important "growth.traits'! that were frequently mentioned

-

.included Maturity, leadership, discipline, and responsibility.
f, 3.

According to these instructors' observations regarding their student's'

pertopal growth, it would be fair to say that students enrolled in:these courses

Ult
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could,expect-to'increase their,interpersonal skills, to increase their self-

confidenCe, tolearn more about their own values, and to develop,professional

goals and attitudes. The instructors' evidence fortfieiP,statements is based on

-.their perceptions of students' behavior patterns, the kind of,feedback they have
,

received from students either formally on course evaluations or informally in

.conference, the type of professional. positions the students obtain and the feed,

back from the agency supervisors.

As with the previous question, this exploratory inquir' raises several

questions that could be pursued in a-follow-up study that (1) included student.

perceptions and focused on student attitudes and setf-a'ssessment prior to taking

the course, (2) determined the relative influenc% of interpersbnal and environ-_
14

mental factors in the learning process, and (3) investigated the relationship of

this particular learning environment(s) to the development of certain personal-

.

traits and generic skills, such as problem solving, critical thinking, and

communication.

p

)
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QUESTION: WHAT NWT DOES THIS COURSE NAVE O STUDENTS IN T
OF CAREER FOCUS?

Forty-six out of 49 respondents felt that their fieldbased coursehelped
,

students make career decisions. Two instructors said the studentswere already

committed to acareerso the course did not help and one said the students'

,experiences in this course were too limited to influence their decision:' They

did not get "an overall .view."
A

e.

Three of the ways,thatinstructors felt theircourse helped studentS..estab-

%IA

lish a career focus were:
s,-

1. An opportunity to make contacts in the field;

?. Exposure to opportunities-available; and

3. The chance to have a trial experience before final
ipmmitment to a pdrticular field-

A

The specific way the'course helped indtviduai students depended

purpose of the,placement, that is,"whether the ex0erience was intended at a

L \

general career exploration, an orientation to a particular field,-.or an inveS,tiga-
3,

tion of a specific job or career. The impact of the course'in terms 'of career`

v .
.

.focus also varied-with the levet of commitment the student had already made to
4

career. -Many of the -students were senior level or even graduate students who

,were finishing their program 'of study with a-practicum: -Their career d9Fision

was pretty firm. Even with these students, however,,the courseehelped sharpen

their focus on areas within their chosen field. It also gave _them a trial
. ,

experience before graduation. And sometimes the students evenodecided not to

pursue/their chosen Aver? "some decide to leaye.the field;' "some get dis7

illusioned;" "it helps the firm up a commitment or they'getout." The course,.

thed, either reinforced a tudent's intention to folioed partillarqicareer and

provided some 'Practical experience, or it helped the student -redefine a future

career area before gefluating and applying for a job;

-17-
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SUMMARY p

,

Impact on the Instructor. instructorsyepor that -as a result of teaching

a.field-based4ourse they have Ojned expertise in certain facilitative -ech-
,

0
niqUes, such as counseling or group discussion. They Alsd report,the development

o

ofipommunity-releted skills,. such as liaison with agencies orsgOervisors to

develop new contacts and to monitor student placements.

Instructors of field-based courses receive few tangible'rewards ordin'eennves

for reaching these courses even though they usually 'spend more time on them.
i

However, mcst instructors (59%) feel yieY get more personal satisfaction from

teaching these courses than from other courses. They value the increased'

personal contact with students, the interaction, with 'proAssionals in the commu-
,

pity, and the chance to hel students become aware of Career opportunities.
.

js The response to the course by their colleagues; the administration, and thee

, c

community has been generally positive and supportive. Al
,

,/,
, .

the support from colleagues is passive and that of the admfinistration is often

ugh the nature of

contingent on political factors, the feedback and reinforcement from thescommu-'

nity has been consistently favorable and,-in many cases,well documeiltiO.

All the instructors interviewed intend to continue teaching the course and

some plan to expand it. Expansion ideas tnclmde enlarging,the enrollment or

scope of the current course; adding a sec*, similar course; integrating Rafts

8,

of thecourse into other courses; or making it e required course. One of the

limitations to ttie growth of this or other fieldbased'coprses,ls the lack-of

appropriate community sites; another is the natural limitation imposed by depart-
,-

Mental iize_and number of students. Lack of interest on the part-of the students

. was not cited as a limiting factdr. Instructorfkeported that student enthusiaSm
A

and' support for, these courses is very high.

E.
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Impact on Students. The impact of .the course on the students
a
lsreported,

Ilere only in terms of the'instructors' perceptions. The 'instructors were asked
. ,

.. .

to.dessiribe student outcomes interms of cognitive skill's, personal growth, and
.

career focus. The students'ycognitive learning outcomes described were process-

related 'rather than content-related skills, skills that' deal with the -appllication'

of theory rather than the revision.of theoryor the lemming of new theoretical

material. These outcomes are consistent with the learning goals of the courses,

,which specify the acquisition of certain work - related skills These may be

eithe4tk-Spectfic skills or generalized transferable skills, such as critical

thinking or-problem Solving.. Our interview data showed that the instructors'
c C.

perception of tht content for field-based 'courses is that it supports the stu-

..,
dents' practickor experience at the site by offering a forum for reflection and

an'oppartunity to syAhesize prior. learnin'g.

Thil'raises the question as to whether the experiential component, is, in
-.-

fact, being included at the expense of some of the more traditional learning

objectives that are discipline-related. ,Does the emphasis on job-relatedtskills

3

and the integration of theory and practice replace the introduction of new

tAeOretical material?, To put it in terms of Kolb's four part learning cycle, do

these courses inclucN only the "concrete experience"and-"reflection" stages, or

do they also encompass the ,"concept formation" and "further testing" aspects?

Investigation of these questionsyas,beyond they scope of this exploratory study:

a

In terms of personal growth, the instructors reported that the course
.

helped their students(}) develop interpersonal skills, (2) gain self-confidence,

and (3) develop a professional manner. Almost all instructors felt the course

had an impact on the students,' career focus. Since this was usually a major

0 goal of the course and important outcome for the students, it is not surprise-

ing that students made contacts in the field and sometimes even got jobs at

-19-
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their field placement sites. But according to the instructors, the course also
- . . ,

. .---- -
.

t helped some students decide against entering a chosen profession. This trial
. 9

/

experieft e, then,.has the potential' -for either reinforcing or changing a career
.

. t

. .... goal.

All .of.the above results for students are in line with the instructors'

expectations and-the goals of the courses.

Implications for Practice or Further Research These instructor responses
t -

to questions about the results of teaching a field-based course have implications

for faCtilty or administrators'interested in planning or participating in such a

0

course. Faculty can expect to spend more time with students and to develop

certain facilitative and community-related skills. Faculty and administrators

can also recognize from this data that there will be linitotions to the growth
.

of the course and also'that changes will need-to be made to keep the course

current, to keep quality placements, and to recruit new-ones as needed.

. .

"'"( The data obtaihed for all three'study objectives reinforced the idea that

there are many ways to-implement,experienceLpased learning_Activitie. There

, was no standard set of goals f,pr.the courses although many of the courses do

have some similar objectives and similar reported outcomes. One of the common

thread's in this pattern is the emergenCeof the student as an independe arner

who experiences the potentially conflicting roles of student and worker and uses

the dual learning,environmOts and the resources associated with each to reconcile

1'
these rol's and make a more effective school-to-work transition. To facilitate

this transition students reportedly acquire expertise.in career-related skills

and transferable or adaptive skills; which will make them more competitive on

the job market and at the same time help them to synthesize their prior and

current academic learning with the practical' application -of theory.

r
ti
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The outcomes of this descriptivestudy could form the baps for either a

follow-up inquiryWith a larger sample of in*struclors.or an investigation of a

certafp aspect'of the learning process or the learning environment that merits

more in-depth inquiry. For example, this study elicited instructor testimony

,
to the of ect that certain skills are acquired by students in field-based courses,

- A \ T.. to

Mich help them become more employable. However, we do not have evidence for

ti

this claim. Some questions for further investigation might be: What conditions

of the learning environment(s) lead to the acquisition of these skills? Do

employers really value these'skills? What is the instructor's role in helping

students acquire these skills?

t
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EDUCATIQJ, WORK AND PRODUCTIVITY
./

0 This publication is a product of the Laboratory's Department of Education,
Work and producUVity. The mission of-oehe Department is to improve the preparation
of individuals to deal with the complex and changing conditions they face in trying
to achieve a life of productive activity and personal fulfillment. he social sciences

have documented the-compelling reality of such-problems as unemployment and under- i
employment, declining growth in productivity, inequities of employment practices,
job dissAtisfaction, mig-life career and jolt changes, and the changing-character of,
work. .The Department addresses such issues through research$ translation of findings
into practical educational applicatiotsy and through technical assistance to educators
and other* who share our concerns.

,

The Education, Work and ProdUctivity Department iA-one of si established by
the Laboratory's Board of Directors in 1978, and focuses fo rogram.priorities
(1) preparing-youth for transition tnadulchood;12) Unde fft t6gthe,sonsequences
of our changing economic context; (3) 4inderstandi4 indict 'and societal needs
for satisfaction and productivity; and (4) Understanding adult transitions and their
effects oh\satisfaction and productivity. These-priorities help shape the ongoing

programs and piojects of the Department,,,-and guide the Laboratory in its search for
resources and support.

Most of the Department's current programs and projects deal with the youth-to-
adulthood transition, with emphasis on employability and its development. All 'Of

its programs seek improved linkage between educational and employing institutions.
gr9rams,designed to improve school practice are patterned after the Far West, Laboratory
iddel oelisperience-Based Career Educexion (EBCE), developed in the early 1970s with
funding from the National'Institute of Education. In EBCE, youth'engage in non-paid
individualized learning projects at work sites, with guidatsp, hel' and encouragement
from adult volunteers at the site. Members of the school ififf monitor and coordinate
community -based learning activities with the rest of the youth's school program to
ensure completion of graduation requirements. YThe outcomes include greater awareness
of career options and improved work maturity.

EICE his been adapted for prograds operatedby CETA Prime Sponsors and
community -based organizatiohs. In these,.the learning project may lead not to high
schbol course creditsp'but rather to the building of an experience portfoliofor use
in obtaining a job. Programs of experience0basedlearning have also been developed °
for postsecondary institutions, using liberal arts courses as the context in which
adult students plan and carry out projects that combine career, exploration with'
real-life application of academic subject matter.

These programs
staff has conducted
populations find me
of experience-based
Unguent youth, and

have been instilled in coidunities nationwide, and the Department
related reseach on how such programs can help various special

aningful role, in the adult working world. These include thkhse
learning processes with the handicapped, ethnic einorities, ae-
women re-entering the job-market.

The Department also engages in poliey-relpied research on such employment and
productivity problems as'the changing work ethic, the characteristics of employability,
the development of work maturity, and the role of the adult mentor in the workplace.

Inquiries about the work and products of the Department are welcome and should.
be addressedto:

4 Department of Educition, Work and Productivity
Far West LabOratory for Educational Research and Development

'1855 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CP 94103
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